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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Marble And Seashell White Diamond Mosaic Tile For Kitchen/Bathroom

Short Description: This exquisite marble and shell white diamond mosaic

tile is a perfect addition to enhance the style and elegance of your

kitchen or bathroom. This mosaic tile uses a combination of square and

diamond shapes of marble mosaic chips and mother-of-pearl tiles to

create a delicate geometric marble mosaic pattern.

Model No.: WPM046

Pattern: Geometric

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Mother of Pearl (Seashell)

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

This exquisite marble and shell white diamond mosaic tile is a perfect addition to enhance the style and

elegance of your kitchen or bathroom. This mosaic tile uses a combination of square and diamond shapes of

marble mosaic chips and mother-of-pearl tiles to create a delicate geometric marble mosaic pattern. The

natural beauty of these materials enhances the overall beauty of any space and creates a luxurious

atmosphere. Square marble tile is crafted from high-quality 100% natural marble, displaying a classic and

timeless appeal. Crisp white adds brightness and sophistication to your kitchen or bathroom. Their sleek and

polished finish creates a smooth and reflective surface, making them an excellent choice for both modern and

traditional designs. Complementing the marble tiles are delicate mother-of-pearl tiles, adding a touch of

opulence and elegance. The iridescent quality of shell tiles creates captivating light and color that enhances
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the overall visual impact of mosaic tiles. Marble and Shell White Diamond Mosaic Tiles are not only visually

awesome, but they are also extremely durable and functional. Marble tiles are excellently resistant to moisture,

stains, and scratches, ensuring long-lasting performance in even the busiest kitchen or bathroom.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Marble And Seashell White Diamond Mosaic Tile For Kitchen/Bathroom

Model No.: WPM046

Pattern: Geometric

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM046

Color: White

Material Name: White Marble, Mother of Pearl (Seashell)

Model No.: WPM162

Color: White

Material Name: Thassos White Marble, Mother of Pearl (Seashell)

Product Application

Liven up your kitchen with a luxurious and sophisticated square marble tile backsplash. Install this mosaic tile

behind the stove or sink area to create an eye-catching focal point. The reflective surface of marble tiles will

brighten up your kitchen, making it appear more spacious and inviting. Marble's durability ensures easy

maintenance and resistance to heat and moisture. For a modern and stylish look, choosing a white mosaic tile

kitchen splashback is important. The mosaic's diamond pattern adds depth and texture to your kitchen, while



the neutral color scheme blends seamlessly with any kitchen décor. The surface of mosaic tiles is easy to clean,

making maintenance worry-free. The versatile design of these tiles can also be used on kitchen islands or bar

tops. Transform your shower into an oasis of luxury with an elegant mother-of-pearl tile shower enclosure.

Iridescent mother-of-pearl tiles will create a soothing, peaceful atmosphere and enhance your shower

experience. The moisture-resistant properties of shell tiles make them ideal for shower walls, ensuring

long-lasting beauty and durability.

Add a touch of modern style to your kitchen or bathroom with a mini square inlaid tile marble backsplash.

Smaller-sized marble tiles in a brick pattern bring a modern twist to the classic material. This mosaic tile is

perfect for decorating a wall or as a border around a mirror or window. Marble tile's durability and moisture

resistance make it ideal for bathrooms with high humidity.

FAQ

Q: What types of natural marble and seashells are used in the mosaic tile?

A: The China Natural Marble And Seashell White Diamond Mosaic Tile is made using a combination of high-quality

natural marble sourced from China and genuine seashells. The marble provides durability and elegance, while the

seashells add a unique and organic element to the tile's design.

Q: Can the Marble And Seashell White Diamond Mosaic Tile be used for both kitchen and bathroom applications?

A: This mosaic tile is ideal for both kitchen and bathroom installations. It adds a touch of sophistication and visual interest

to backsplashes, accent walls, or shower surrounds in these spaces, creating a stylish and timeless look.

Q: Can I use the Marble And Seashell White Diamond Mosaic Tile in combination with other tile materials or shapes?



A: Yes, the China Natural Marble And Seashell White Diamond Mosaic Tile can be paired with other tile materials or

shapes to create unique and personalized designs. Combining it with coordinating solid-color tiles or different shapes can

add depth and visual interest to the overall installation.

Q: Is it possible to order a sample of the Marble And Seashell White Diamond Mosaic Tile before making a larger

purchase?

A: It is advisable to check with the supplier or manufacturer if they offer sample options. Ordering a sample allows you to

examine the tile's quality, color, and design in person, helping you make an informed decision for your kitchen or

bathroom project.


